JOHN M. MONTGOMERY, 67 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Ga. & Dealer in
Saddles, Harness, Collars, &c.

JUST IN!
A NEW LINE OF MAGNIFICENT NOVEL SCENERY AND ACCESSORIES
PREPARED SPECIALLY FOR THE
Artistic and Royal Panel Portraits!

Grand Exhibit at
THE WORLD'S COTTON EXPOSITION!
DAVIS PREMIUM GALLERY
Frames For Artistic and Superior Photographs.
AWAY AHEAD!
Old Pictures Copied and Enlarged.

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, Wagons, &c., Made to Order.
THE OLIVER CHILL PLOW.

C. W. MOTES & CO.
Saddles, Harness, Collars, &c.

ASSOCIATES IS
Saddler, Hardware, Etc., 202 Wholesale Street, Atlanta, Ga.

THE PHARQUER ENGINE. Noted for Durability and
THE PHARQUER SEPARTOR. Nothing better not
been made.

BOOK VALUET DIAGRAMS.

ATLAS ENGINE. One of the most popular, and is
the most valuable in the world. A sound investment.

Sample Engines and Gins kept on Hand.

LOEW & ZANDER, JEWELERS,
20 Whitewall Street, - - - ATLANTA, GA.

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, SILVER PLATED WARE AND OPTICAL GOODS.

The Southern Planter.
ATLANTA, GA., SEPTEMBER 12, 1881.

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN:

Price 5 Cents.
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